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DESPERATE FIGHT-THE DROUGHT'S GRIP 
MANILLA DISTRICT SUFFERS  -  FARMERS 
MUST BE HELPED. 
(OUR SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE.) 
 
MANILLA. Thursday.— The drought has 
dealt a staggering blow to the normally rich 
stretch of agricultural and grazing country 
of which Manilla Is the centre. There is no let 
up in the grim struggle that has been 
Intensifying for 
the past 18 months. It only remains for the 
sorely pressed settlers to keep up their 
desperate efforts to save their fast-dwindling 
herds and flocks. There is now no other 
consideration. Nothing else has been left to 
them. When the seasons are kind the closely-
settled valleys of the Peel and Namoi are 
lands of productiveness und prosperity, the 
flats afford rich fattening pastures for the 
cattle raiser, and the flanking hills make 
some of the best sheep country in the north-
western slopes. Now these erstwhile happy 
valleys are scenes of desolation, as bare as if 
a fire had swept them. Here and there a 
stunted crop that has emerged a few inches 
from the parched soil has put forth a valiant 
effort to produce Its seed. Even those fertile 
crops are rare, for the cultivation areas have 
already been scorched over by impoverished 
stock for any vestige of growth. The weak 
and straggling sheep and cattle nose about 
in the dust for anything that will stay the 
food hunger. The rotting carcases of sheep 
and cattle dot the paddocks. All the cruelest 
signs of drought cover the landscape where 
the hopes of the owners have pictured 
ripening crops and ample pasture for sleek 
stock. Tho real picture Is pathetic in the 
extreme. Two Years of Stress. The drought 

has already run through its second year, and 
no one ventures a prediction of when the end 
will come. All this time stockowners have 
been losing ground. The plight of the wheat 
farmers is even worse. They had not laid a 
payable crop since 1915, and this year's crop 
is an utter failure. A year's work and the cost 
of put ting in the crop has gone for nothing. 
The seed for the next sowing will have to be 
brought from districts hundreds of miles 
away. There is not it bundle of hay in the 
district, so that come what may the fodder 
famine must be acutely felt. Men of 50 and 
60 years' experience in the district speak of 
the effects of this drought as the worst ever 
known in these parts owing to the difficulties 
of stockowners being accentuated by the 
impossibility of securing fodder at any price. 
The only income this year apart from the 
earnings of rabbiters has been from the wool 
clip. This was light, and only 26 per cent of 
last year's weight. Inevitably, too, the 
lambing his failed, and at best will not 
amount to 10 per cent. Hoping to strike more 
favourable conditions the general lambing 
was postponed until the summer, and is now 
being attended with disaster in the loss of 
both ewes and lambs. Battle Against Stock 
Losses. Strenuous and unremitting efforts 
are being made to save the stock that 
remain. Those who could buy fodder did so 
while it could he procured, but all have had 
to fall back upon the lopping of native trees 
and scrub-cutting. This has been going on 
continuously for six months. Sheep are 
hanging out fairly well on this scanty 
unpalatable ration, but large stock are less 
adaptable. The estimate Is that fully half of 
the cattle and horses in these districts have 
already perished, and the mortal ity 

continues at the rate of ten per cent a month 
in the majority of cases. The gloomy 
speculation is how long this can continue 
before the end comes. No one, of course, 
anticipates a complete wipe out. The stronger 
stock seem to become immune to these 
terrible privations, and the struggle is 
resolving itself into the survival of tho fittest. 
As already stated, sheep have shown great 
powers of endurance. Nevertheless, the sheep 
losses In the Manilla district alone are put 
down at 100,000 head, Including a large 
proportion of breeding stock. There is also 
the loss of the natural increase. Tho few 
dairymen between Manilla and the Peel have 
been practically wiped out, losing herds, in 
some instances, of 40 or so head. Those who 
can buy milk In Manilla pay 1s a quart. 
Cases in Point. Individual losses of stock are 
not as conspicuous in numbers as the 
general total is formidable. One large grazier 
started to feed 350 pure-bred Durhams 
worth £15 a head, and after spending £600 
he was forced to sell the 270 remaining alive 
at £5 to £6 on long-dated bills. A young 
settler at Upper Manilla stocked up with 380 
head of cattle purchased in the high market 
of two years ago. He has only 80 left, and 
these would be hard to sell at half their 
original value. Another stocked up with 
weaner calves at £17 10s, and after losing 20 
per cent. in 12 months sent the balance to 
the Maitland yards, where they realised 20s 
a head. A typical farmer and grazier has but 
50 his 100 horses, and also half his cattle 
and is not hopeful of saving those that are 
still battling for their lives. He has not a 
grain of wheat or sheaf of hay from 800 
acres put under crop. In favourable 
circumstances he looked tor at least £1000 
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for his wheat. These sort of cases could be 
multiplied by scores. The Approaching 
Climax. The strain with most landholders is 
fast approaching breaking point. There can 
be no return to the district before the next 
wool clip, and what that will be in bulk or 
value is altogether an unknown quantity. 
The position of one-half the settlers is that 
they have ex exhausted their credit with the 
banks and store keepers. Their resources are 
eaten up. With in a 20 mile radius there are 
some hundreds of the best type of settler so 
placed. How are they to put in another wheat 
crop or buy a little stock and carry on and 
keep their home and their families until their 
holdings again become producing? None but 
the Government can save them. There must 
in this district alone be a heavy call on the 
assistance which the State is offering. Tho 
question in everybody's mind is how far the 
aid that the Government can render go in 
tiding these deserving but financially broken 
men over, and warding off the fate of being 
driven off the land that now stares hem in 
the face. The announced policy of the 
Government in succouring the necessitous 
farmers is every where commended as the 
only way to obviate a national catastrophe. 
Speedy help, however, is urgently needed. 
While every land-holder is meeting his dire 
tribulations with fortitude, all the smiles are 
on the faces of the Chinese tobacco growers. 
Irrigation has disarmed the drought for 
them, and they have had good crops and 
record prices. Pay-time has arrived and some 
are said to be drawing as much as £500 and 
£600 per man. 
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